
WRITING A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL REVIEW ESSAY

EXAMPLE (1): Tanaka Masaaki, for example, author of the ANALYSIS: Much of Masaaki's criticism smacks of.

In their The Alleged 'Nanking Massacre': Japan's Rebuttal to China's Forged Claims, these writers state that
"none of these photos are dated, and the names of places and photographers are not stated. Finally, students
can suggest possibilities for future research. The easiest method is to use one of your assigned readings; adopt
the topic that the author covers as your own. Periodicals â€” Look whether the article is often cited by other
authors writing about the same subject. Generally known facts of information are facts listed in multiple
sources without further documentation, such as the facts that FDR was elected president in ; that Hitler
assumed power in ; that both ruled their respective countries until ; that World War II lasted from â€” , etc.
Answering this last question will enable the author of a historiographical essay to draft the most significant
element of the piece: judging what the historical profession needs to deepen the knowledge of a subject. In
some cases, a professor will set parameters for a historiographical essay. In The Nanjing Massacre in History
and Historiography, an anthology generally sympathetic to Chang's project if not to her methodology , George
Washington University history and international affairs professor Daqing Yang, himself a native of Nanking,
notes that "such a comparison [as Chang's] is methodologically sterile" and "morally misguided" Yang 
Tokyo: Meisei-sha, Inc. Wank, Solomon Franklin and Marshall College. You can use their bibliography as the
starting point for the historiography especially if they critique previous positions , and branch out from there.
Step 2: Develop an annotated bibliography Once you have a topic, start looking for works on your subject. In
a nutshell, historiography is the history of history. Revision of prior interpretations of the past is an implicit
and important element of historiography. Young, Shi and James Ying. A historiographical essay, however, is
not a collection of book reviews knitted together in one long paper. A review essay in a journal weighs the
merits of a small number of works and includes a good amount of detail about each book, so it is something
between a book review and a historiographical essay. In the same year that France and Britain stood by as
Nazi Germany re-militarized the Rhineland in violation of the Treaty of Versailles; and that the United States
and the League of Nation stood by as Franco and Mussolini continued in their campaigns against the rightful
governments of Spain and Ethiopia, why would we expect the United States or the League of Nations to have
registered any protest over events halfway around the world? If you take that approach, narrow down the topic
to a specific area and focus on a particular historical event or person. Such pictures, while not settling the
matter beyond dispute, offer powerful testimony that speaks for itself. What is the significance of the
differences and of the things the books have in common? Once you decide upon the organization, proceed
with writing. Either way, the student will need to narrow the range of the essay. Entenmann, Robert. A second
is to determine how well historians employ a certain methodology on a given topic, such as an evaluation of
histories using quantitative analysis, biography, oral history, or economic history. Other questions may
involve determining the individual and common faults of the authors as well as their strengths. Second, they
enable students to bank on their existing knowledge of methods and types of history in one field and apply it
to another or to learn about new historical methodologies or types. These questions go to the heart of
historiography. Collections: With edited collections of articles or chapters, watch which topics were included
and what the general theme of the book seems to be. While such an approach would be natural in dealing with
primary sources, it may also be used in discussing secondary literature. On this last count, it is worth noting
that the specific wording of the question does not appear to address Nanking explicitly, and that the opinion
poll's finding thus bears little relevance to the question at hand. An annotated bibliography might come in
handy as you attempt to locate such sources; you should also consult the footnotes and bibliographies of any
text you read on a certain event, as they will lead you to other texts on the same event; if your research is
web-based, follow links - always bearing in mind the pitfalls of the Internet - and if you are researching in the
library, check out the books on nearby shelves: you'll be surprised by how often this yields sources you may
otherwise never have found. Joshua Fogel. They may reflect a political biasâ€”liberal, conservative, religious,
anticlerical, agrarian, environmentalist, socialist, communist, and more. Chicago, Innovative Publishing
Group, Inc. A third option is to examine specific types of historical works, such as urban history, labor history,
gender studies, demographic history, or legal history. This is a non-negotiable rule. A mixture of articles and
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books can be useful, depending on the subject and time period: Generally, books tend to be more influential
and widely referenced than articles for most older subjects. Fourth, a historiographical essay can weigh the
different outlooks that color the works of historians. Historians may have different views based on their ethnic
background. Working Paper  As Joshua Fogel notes in his introduction to The Nanjing Massacre in History
and Historiography, "The Massacre and related events must be lifted beyond the popular level What are the
strengths and weaknesses in terms of argument, analysis and conclusions of the work?


